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Report of Mock Drill at Municipal Corporation Shimla 
Commemorating Kangra Earthquake 4th April 1905 

 
 Remembering the Kangra Earthquake of 1905 which led to large amount of deaths 

and desolation, an awareness and capacity building mock exercise of the officials of the 

Municipal Corporation Shimla was carried out at the MC office in order to cope with such 

devastating earthquake in near future.  

 Initially the office staff was made to assemble at the Meeting hall of the MC Office, 

where they were made aware of the Kangra Earthquake of 1905 and its related consequences. 

The occasion was held in the presence of Sh. Pankaj Rai, Worthy Commissioner, MC Shimla 

and Sh. Anil Sharma, Joint Commissioner, MC Shimla. The officials of the MC were made 

aware by the City Project Coordinator, Disaster Management, Ms. Harkanchan Singh of how 

to save themselves during an earthquake of intensity 6 and above in case they are in office 

and how to conduct “Drop-Cover-Hold” at their respective seats. Following which how and 

when to evacuate themselves from their respective branches and floors was informed. They 

were also given brief awareness regarding importance of a family disaster management plan, 

so that, while they are on duty and an earthquake occurs they are not panicked or worried 

about the whereabouts of their loved ones and are able to be in touch with one another. They 

were also informed of the importance of having a family First Aid Kit for family to take care 

of their family members in the initial hours/days of the incidence. It was also brought forth 

that there should be one First Aid Kit at the office also. 

 The officials of MC were then informed of the evacuation plan of the office and the 

designated emergency evacuation routes and areas of collection after the “Drop - Cover- 

Hold” exercise. The officials of the branches of the Ground and First Floor of MC Building at 

DC Office Complex were informed to move down the stairs in a single line to the parking 

area in front of Mayor and SDM Urban Office and to move out towards the two roads going 

towards Command Building. While the officials in the branches of the second and third floor 

were informed to move towards the CTO Building on the Mall side and assemble there. They 

were informed to stay there till told all are safe by the authorities to move back into their 

respective building and branches after inspection of the building for any cracks or damage. 

 It was also informed that an emergency evacuation plan for the office is being 

prepared; it will have incharge floor wise and branch wise to monitor the safe movement of 

their respective staff members during evacuation. 

 In the end the Worthy Commissioner MC Shimla asked the officials to undertake 

the drill of “Drop-Cover-Hold” when the siren will be blown and on stopping of the siren to 

move to their designated evacuation areas on the two sides of the MC building. He also stated 
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that this drill should be made a quarterly event so that the officials get well aware of their 

evacuation plan and in case of any disastrous situation are able to safely move out of their 

branches and office. The awareness meeting ended with thanks of vote and fixing of the time 

for the earthquake drill. 

 Finally the earthquake drill was conducted at the blowing of the siren at 11:50 A.M. 

and all conducted “Drop – Cover- Hold” exercise at their respective seats, followed by 

evacuation to the designated areas of the Parking area in DC Office Complex and CTO 

Office on the Mall.  

 
Picture Gallery -04 April 2019 

 
Sh. Pankaj Rai Worthy Commissioner, MC Shimla briefing the officials during awareness 
meet to commemorate the Kangra Earthquake of 1905 

“Drop- Cover –Hold” exercise by the Staff of Municipal Corporation Shimla 
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Evacuation by Staff to respective evacuation areas 
    (1)Towards DC Office Parking, DC Complex (2) Towards CTO, The Mall 
  

 
Assembling of Staff of MC Shimla towards Parking of DC Complex Shimla 

 

 
Sh. Anil Sharma Joint Commissioner MC Shimla with the officials at CTO The Mall Shimla 
after evacuation. 
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